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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NUMBER 1
METRO-DADE TRANSIT JOINT USE POLICY
REVIEW OF JOINT USE EFFORTS NATIONWIDE

INTRODUCTION

This draft report reviews joint development projects at transit properties across the
country. Particular attention is given to the varying approaches taken to joint development
projects, the nature of joint development goals, policies and procedures, elements identified
as contributing to success or failure, and implications for the future. The Center for Urban
Transportation Research conducted telephone interviews with representatives from fourteen
transit agencies. These interviews were augmented with published reports and a one-day
joint development workshop sponsored jointly by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
and the Urban Land Institute.
This report presents the results of Task 2 in Work Order No. 4 of the interlocal
agreement between the University of South Florida and Metropolitan Dade County.
Emphasis is placed on joint development experience in rail rapid transit systems, although
examples from commuter rail and bus modes are presented as appropriate. The primary
purposes of this report are to summarize current national experience with joint development
and to assess the implications for Metropolitan Dade County.

.AN OVERVIEW OF JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Various types of projects are included under the name of joint development, as
shown in Table 1. The standard vision of futuristic office towers and thriving retail outlets
connected directly to a gleaming new transit station turns out to be atypical. Some systems
such as Boston's Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) consider concessions
space within stations to be joint development.
The Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority (SEPTA) in Philadelphia has emphasized small projects and has
developed a "lease and maintain" program at its commuter rail stations. This program
involves the rental of concession space in exchange for station improvements. When the

1

improvements are completed, the rent is reduced. 1 At the opposite end of the scale are
major commercial joint development projects undertaken by the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority (WMATA) in Washington, D.C. and the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA) in New York City.

Table 1
Types of Existing and Proposed Joint Development Projects

Office Building
Direct Entrance to
Adjacent Building
New Station Adjacent
to Development

High Density
Residential

Retail Stores

Mixed-Use Retail/Residential

Hotel
Child Care Facilities

Concession Space
within Station

Small-Scale Niche
Developments

Sports Arena

Regional Shopping

Single Room
Occupancy Hotel

Parking Garage

1--------1---------+-------~
Mall

Transit Center

Office and retail developments have most often been envisioned as appropriate uses
in joint development projects, in large part due to their function as major trip generators.
Recently, attention has shifted to high-density residential projects. This shift reflects the
depressed state of the overbuilt commercial market. In the San Francisco area, for example,
the Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) Board of Directors had previously discouraged
residential joint development, preferring to encourage commercial development at stations
and thus create supplementary employment nodes at stations.2 BART has now undertaken
joint development projects emphasizing residential development in a mix with some retail.3

1

John Landis, Robert Cervero, and Peter Hall, ''Transit Joint Development in the U.S.:
An Inventory and Policy Assessment," Institute of Urban and Regional Development
Monograph MG-042, p. 33
2

John McCloud, "High Density Housing Near San Francisco," The New York Times,
National Edition, July 5, 1992, p. 23
3

Bay Area Rapid Transit, Request for Developer Qualifications: Del Norte and Plaza
BART Stations, El Cerrito, CA, 1991
2

Other urbanized areas have also followed this trend toward mixed-use residential
development, even where high-density residential development had not been prevalent.4,s·6
One of the more intriguing joint development suggestions was for a single-room occupancy
hotel at a site where development potential was poor.7
There has been increasing attention to the provision of child-care facilities as part
of joint development projects.8•9 Child care facilities at transit stations encourages parents
dropping off their children to use transit for the work commute. "Niche" or infill
developments, generally small residential projects, have also received attention in some
places. 10 In Los Angeles, "knock out panels" providing direct access to adjacent businesses
have proven to be popular.11
Landis et al. describe joint development projects in terms of revenue sharing or cost
sharing.12 Revenue-sharing projects usually involve the purchase or lease of land or air
4

Morris Newman, "Living Above the Store in Santa Monica," The New York Times,
National Edition, September 27, 1992, p. 30
5

Sedway & Associates, Request for Development Team Proposals Issued by the Santa
Clara County Transit District: Long-Term Ground/Air Rights Lease or Land Purchase,
Almaden Park and Ride Lot, San Jose, California, May 1, 1992, p. 5
6

Johannes Van Tilburg, "Living Above the Store, L.A-Style," Urban Land, Vol. 51, No.
10, October 1992
7

Sedway & Associates, Joint Development Analysis: Vasona Corridor LRT, Select Sites,
November 20, 1991, pp. 3-4
8

Jim Bryant, Child Care Facilities at MTDB Light Rail Stations, paper presented at the
American Planning Association National Convention in New Orleans, LA, March 27, 1991,

p.2
9

"Marketing Moves: 'Kidstop' Brings Parents to Washington Metro," Urban Transport
News, Vol. 20, No. 17, August 20, 1992, p. 136
10

Phil Whitmore, Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District, Report on 165th &
East Burnside Transit Corridor Infill Housing, May 1992, pp. 3-4
11

Alan F. Pegg, Transit Oriented Development in Rail Corridors, Memorandum to
Southern California Rapid Transit District Board of Directors, March 12, 1992, p. 4
12

Landis et al., op. cit., pp. 12-13
3

rights owned by the transit agency. Provision (for a fee) of a direct physical connection to
a station and the establishment of a benefit assessment district are other examples of
revenue-sharing projects. Cost-sharing projects include those in which the cost of facility
construction is shared or absorbed totally by the developer, often in exchange for a
development bonus. Lease arrangements in which a developer or retailer leases concession
space at a station in exchange for rent and upkeep responsibility blend elements of both
types of projects.
Joint development projects can also be characterized along other dimensions such
as location, land use, project type, and disposition of land. In addition to these factors, there
are also variations among transit agencies in terms of their approaches to joint development,
from an aggressive pursuit of deals with developers to a purely reactive position in which
no initiative is taken. Table 2 outlines the various characteristics of joint development
projects.

Table 2
Characteristics of Joint Development Projects

·.·.·.·. •:-:-:•:•:-:-:•>.-:-:-.-:-:.;.·-·-·-·

Nffla#t~w~if
Revenue
Sharing

Central
Business
District

Commercial

Concession within
Station Area

Sale

Proactive

Cost Sharing

Redevelopment
Area

Retail

Direct Connection
to Adjoining
Building

Lease

Reactive

Mixed

Outlying Area

Residential

Land Development

Sale/Leaseback

Institutional

Development of
Air Rights
Transfer of
Development
Rights
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The concept of joint development is attractive to transit agencies, developers, and city
planners for several reasons. Table 3 lists frequently mentioned benefits from the transit,
developer and planning perspectives. Some of the benefits cited above have remained more
theoretical than real in joint development projects. Certain transit agencies such as
WMATA and New York's MTA have been successful in realizing significant revenues from
joint development. Even in Washington and New York, however, the proportion of
operating revenue accounted for by joint development is very small. 13 Recapture of
external benefits of a rapid transit line is often incomplete, particularly in the absence of a
benefit assessment district, since existing or newly constructed buildings near a rapid transit
station reap the benefits of improved access. While joint development has been cited as an
effective means of increasing ridership, 14 large ridership increases are not likely. 15
The involvement of the public transit agency is often assumed to speed necessary
approvals, but this is dependent on the relationship between the transit agency and other
municipal departments. In some cases, developers may feel less confident working with the
transit agency than proceeding to obtain approvals on their own. One study has suggested
that transit agencies and local governments have had almost no impact in spurring major
residential developments. 16

13

Ibid, pp. 22-28

14

Louis E. Keefer, LEK Associates, "Joint Development at Transit Stations in the
United States," Transportation, .Vol. 12, No. 4, May 1985
15

Federal Transit Administration and the Urban Land Institute, FTA/ULI Joint
Development Workshop: Participant's Manual, n.d., p. 23
16

Michael Bernick and Michael Carroll, "A Study of Housing Built Near Rail Transit
Stations: Northern California," Institute of Urban and Regional Development Working Paper
546, University of California at Berkeley, October 1991, p. 38
5

Table 3
Perceived Benefits of Joint Development

Additional revenue for the
transit system

Streamlined land use approval processes

More efficient land use
patterns, with a positive
effect on urban form

Leveraging of available funds
for system improvements

Bonuses for the developer, such as increased
floor area ratio or zoning variances, which
permit maximum use of the site

Support for economic
redevelopment in
targeted areas

Recapture of external benefits
resulting from the transit
system

Increased accessibility to the development,
providing a competitive edge over similar
projects

An improved market for
transit through higher-density
development at stations
An opportunity to
demonstrate successful publicprivate partnerships

From the developer's perspective, location on transit lines with high ridership can
result in higher office rents per square foot and slightly lower vacancy rates, based on
experience in Atlanta and Washington, D.C.17 Transit-based residential projects do not
consistently show significantly higher rents, although surveys of residents indicate a
willingness to pay more to live near rail lines.18 Absorption rates (the time it takes to rent
the space in a new building) do not appear to be affected by proximity to transit. 19
The foregoing paragraphs are not intended to deny that there are benefits resulting
from joint development to both the transit agency and the developer, but to caution against
unreasonable expectations. Major benefits which have generally been realized include the
leveraging of scarce public funds to obtain private money and commitments, the
establishment of partnerships between the public and private sectors, bonuses for
developers, and an improvement to the urban environment. Along with these benefits, well17

Federal Transit Administration and Urban Land Institute, op. cit., p. 17

18

Bernick and Carroll, op. cit., p. 38

19

Federal Transit Administration and Urban Land Institute, op. cit., p. 17
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managed joint development projects create an environment for success by establishing
precedents for future cooperation on issues of importance to both sectors.
The following sections of this report examine various issues in somewhat greater
detail. The approaches taken by the various transit agencies are compared, along with
definitions of what constitutes joint development. The existence of formal policies toward
joint development and their effects in terms of promoting successful projects are examined.
The differing emphasis placed on various goals related to joint development by the transit
agencies is considered. Land use and parking policy issues outside the direct control of the
transit agencies are highlighted. Procedures for initiating and approving projects are
compared. Financing concerns and the effects of Federal policy are also addressed. The
report concludes with a review of elements affecting the success of joint development
projects nationwide and an assessment of what the future might hold.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT: DEFINITIONS

A useful starting point in considering joint development is the following definition,
contained in an inventory and assessment of projects around the country: 20

Any formal, agreement or arrangement between a public transit agency and a private
individual, or organization that involves either private-sector payments to the public entity,
or private-sector sharing of capita/, costs in mutual, recognition of the enhanced real,
estate development or market potential, created by the siting of a public transit facility.
In their formal policies, a few transit agencies have defined characteristics of joint
development. These range from a simple emphasis on the integration of real estate
development with transit facilities and service21 to a more elaborate listing of types of
projects and/or situations addressed by the joint development policies. Such a listing
includes:22.23

20

Landis et al., op. cit., p. 9

21

Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority, Policies and Procedures for
Implementing Joint Development of GCRTA Rail and Bus Facilities, n.d., p. 1
22

Bay Area Rapid Transit District, Station Area Development Implementation Policy,
n.d., p. 2

7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ownership or control of land at or near transit stations
consideration of potential for additional development in station and facility
locations
integration of development with the transit system
lease/sale of land or air rights
co-development
sale and lease-back of facilities
capital construction offsets
dedication of land and construction easements by developers
benefit assessments
direct connections to transit system from existing buildings (not included in
WMATA's joint development definition)

Projects involving private development of land or air rights on property owned or
leased long-term by the transit agency clearly are within the definition of joint development.
Projects involving the lease of concession space or connections to transit from adjacent
buildings are considered as joint development by some agencies and can be included in a
broad definition. Certain other types of cooperation, such as marketing participation by the
private sector, are included under the rubric of joint development in some places,24 but the
intangible nature of the benefit stretches the definition too thinly to be included here. For
the purposes of this report, joint development is defined broadly to include projects
involving the sale, lease or provision of land, air rights, retail space or easements at or in
proximity to transit facilities for the purposes of improving access to the site and/ or the
transit facility, providing revenues and/or reducing costs for the transit agency.
Differences among transit agencies in defining joint development are related both to
internal organization and to the preferred approach to development and land use issues.
For example, agencies with separate real estate sections often use a stricter definition of
joint development. Differences in organization and approach are more fully explored in the
next section.

23

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, Joint Development Policies and
Procedures Manual, n.d., pp. 1, 2, G-6
24

Helene B. Kornblatt, "Smaller Scale Joint Development: The San Diego Trolley,"
Transportation Research Board State of the Art Report, No. 2, 1985, p. 10
8

AGENCY ORGANIZATION AND APPROACHES TO JOINT DEVELOPMENT
By its very nature, joint development cuts across functional lines in the transit agency,
involving planning, development, real estate, operations, engineering, and legal departments.
In most cases, all of these departments are involved during a project, but usually the lead
role is assigned to a single department. Table 4 presents an overview of how agencies are
organized with respect to joint development, based upon telephone conversations with
fourteen agencies.25 Lead responsibility for joint development projects is most often placed
in a separate Real Estate Department or in the Planning Department. Five agencies
reported that Real Estate has primary responsibility for joint development, while four
agencies located this responsibility in the Planning Department. Engineering or Technical
Services has the lead role in joint development at three agencies. The General Counsel is
responsible for joint development at one transit property. Within a given department, there
is a specific unit devoted primarily or exclusively to joint development issues at four
agencies.
A transit agency's approach to joint development can be characterized as proactive
or reactive. A proactive stance means that the agency actively solicits projects from
developers at particular sites. Often, proactive agencies have staff members or consultants
assigned full-time to solicit proposals and to consider unsolicited ideas for projects. A
reactive approach places the burden for initiating proposals solely on the developers and
defines the agency's role solely as a receiver and evaluator of proposals.

Table 4
Transit Agency Organization and Joint Development

25

Real Estate

5

Planning

4

Engineering/Technical Services

3

Legal

1

One agency did not respond to this issue.
9

Of the fourteen agencies contacted, seven are characterized as proactive. Five other
agencies identified their approach as reactive, and two could not be readily classified. Many
of the reactive agencies clearly expressed a strong conviction that, as transit providers, they
did not belong in the development business and that their top priority was operating the
transit system. Proactive agencies did not generally offer justifications for their position, but
implicit in their responses was the sense that the increased ridership and revenue potential
made it worthwhile to expend staff on joint development efforts. It is interesting to note
that a proactive stance can invite negative publicity on the issue raised by the reactive
agencies, that a transit company should not be dabbling in real estate.
In general, proactive agencies tend to focus on larger joint development projects.
This generalization does not imply that the approach to joint development determines the
size or extent of projects. Indeed, it is very possible that a proactive stance grows out of
situations in which the potential for major joint development is present. Nevertheless, at
least one previous study concluded that an entrepreneurial approach was a prerequisite to
successful joint development projects.26
Another difference in approach to joint development among the transit agencies
surveyed is whether or not there is a formal written agency policy on joint development.
Table 5 presents information concerning this topic. Four agencies indicated that there is
a formal joint development policy in place. Two agencies replied that there is no policy on
joint development. A policy draft was prepared but never adopted at two agencies, and is
in preparation at another. The remaining five agencies either could not respond to the
question or indicated that they work under informal guidelines based on previous
experience.
Comments from agencies with a formal joint development policy suggest that the
policy is not always useful in project implementation. Development realities do not always
match policy statements, which can at times be too specific. Some projects were reported
to have been implemented despite the policy rather than because of it. The existence of a
formal policy or informal guidelines is an indication of the interest in joint development on
the part of an agency, whether in the proactive or reactive mode. In places with neither,
the transit agency is more dependent on the city or development agencies to support and
implement joint development efforts.

26

Landis, et al., op. cit., pp. 37-38
10

Table 5
Joint Development Policies at Transit Agencies

!1:1::!~111~ !rllli!t~:::::!:::::

1

1

Formal Policy

4

No Policy

2

Policy Draft Prepared, Not Adopted

2

Policy Draft in Preparation

1

Informal Guidelines/No Response

5

JOINT DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Following the telephone interviews, several transit agencies provided documentation
of joint development policies and projects. Five agencies specifically addressed goals and
objectives with regard to joint development. 27•28•29•30•31 These goals and objectives are
presented in Table 6 and summarized in the following paragraphs.

27

Metropolitan Transit Development Board, MTDB Policies and Procedures: Joint Use
and Development of Property, December 20, 1984, pp. 1-2
28

Bay Area Rapid Transit District, Station Area Development Implementation Policy,
op. cit., pp. 2-3
29

Chicago Transit Authority, Draft: Suggested Joint Development Policy and Procedures,
n.d., pp. 5-6
30

Sedway & Associates, 1992, op. cit., p.1

31

Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, Barrio Planners, Inc., Southern California Rapid Transit
District Conceptual Master Plan for the Westlake/MacArthur Park Red Line Station Area:
Principles and Alternatives, February 12, 1992, pp. Il-1 to Il-2
11

Table 6
Joint Development Goals Included in Agency Policies

Increase Transit Ridership

5

Increase Revenue/Share Costs

4

Encourage Economic Development

4

Promote High Density Land Use

3

Improve Station Environment

3

Respond to Community Needs

2

Demonstrate Public/Private Cooperation

2

Return Property to Tax Rolls

2

Provide Services for Riders

1

Reduce Auto Use/Traffic Congestion

1

The only goal cited in all five studies was to increase transit ridership. This is clearly
viewed as a driving force behind the willingness to pursue joint development projects, and
is an interesting counterpoint to the argument that transit does not belong in the
development business. Increased ridership was expected to result from high-density
development in the vicinity of transit stations, thus creating travel origins and destinations
conducive to transit.usage, and to a lesser extent from increased accessibility.
Two goals were mentioned by four of the five agencies. Increased revenue and/ or
shared costs was an important goal to these agencies, although the fifth agency stated
explicitly that making money was nQ1 its goal in pursuing joint development. Results cited
earlier suggest that this agency may be more realistic than the others, given the financial
results of joint development to date. The other goal/objective included by four agencies was
the positive impact on economic development. This is an external effect of joint
development, but clearly has a long-run positive benefit for the transit agency.
The next most often mentioned goals addressed issues of urban form and urban
aesthetics. Three agencies emphasized the positive benefits of promoting high-density urban
land use in the immediate vicinity of transit lines. Three agencies also stressed the
improvement to the immediate station environment and the quality-of-life benefits possible

12

from a well-designed joint development project. These can go beyond aesthetics to issues
of safety by encouraging activity in or near transit stations. One agency mentioned creating
a vital community center as one goal of a specific joint development project.
Other goals and objectives mentioned by more than one agency included responding
to community needs, demonstrating the benefits of cooperation between the public and
private sectors, and returning property to the tax rolls. Goals of providing services for
transit patrons and reducing automobile usage and traffic congestion were each mentioned
by one agency.

JOINT DEVEWPMENT POTENTIAL

This section describes opportunities for joint development, as identified by the
telephone conversations with transit agency personnel. Factors affecting these opportunities
are discussed, along with perceived inducements to joint development. An assessment of
potential impacts of joint development projects concludes this section.
Most transit agencies own or control land around rail stations or along the rail right
of way. The primary focus of joint development opportunities is at station parking areas.
Some agencies view the parking lots as a holding action until there is sufficient demand in
the vicinity of the station to support a joint development project. In newer systems, the
entire area around a proposed station site can be planned as joint development.32 In older
systems, park and ride lots are sometimes built or expanded in conjunction with expressway
reconstruction, and provide potential sites for future joint development activity.
Other locations proposed for joint development activity include at a new transit
center or at a major transfer station. In the case of agency-owned land along the right of
way, infill development is a possibility, especially in conjunction with an adjacent land
owner.33 Joint development projects at major regional shopping malls have been proposed.
At downtown sites, the availability of air rights can often spur joint development.

32

Ibid

33

Whitmore, op. cit., p. 3
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In the case of retail-related joint development projects, direct access to the retail
center is clearly vital. A rail station at the periphery of the mall parking lot is unlikely to
work. Agencies considering this option sometimes face opposition from the shopping center
owners, who do not necessarily view transit access to their mall as important.
There are clear opportunities in rail extensions for joint development. Most of the
new rail systems in the United States were constructed before the joint development concept
came into favor. The BART system, for example, provided connections to adjacent
buildings at no cost to the building owners, as a means of encouraging system use. In terms
of joint development, future rail extension efforts can benefit from expertise developed at
transit agencies over the past several years. Other opportunities include joint development
projects undertaken as part of a community-wide economic development policy or in
conjunction with local housing initiatives.
In terms of overall potential, increased awareness of and expertise in joint
development projects are positive factors, as is the greater attention given to smaller-scale
commercial niche markets and the residential market. Overbuilt commercial real estate
markets and the caution of lenders in providing credit are definite negative impacts. The
window of opportunity on large-scale commercial joint ventures appears to have closed,
leaving communities in which local opposition slowed the process out of the joint
development picture.
High vacancy rates and general availability of land work against joint development,
because it reduces any incentive for a developer to work with a public agency. Additional
negative factors can include existing land use and zoning in the areas surrounding stations.
Zoning restrictions are often found in residential areas served by rail lines. Several new rail
systems have utilized existing rail right of way located in industrial areas, which are generally
less favorable sites for joint development.
Despite all the negatives in the current real estate market, there is still considerable
enthusiasm for joint development. Freeway congestion in major metropolitan areas provides
an inducement for developers to locate projects near rail stations.34 Concurrency
regulations in Florida, California and elsewhere could spur joint development projects at rail

34

Mccloud, op. cit.
14

stations and transit centers. In some places, joint development projects can serve as a
bridge from a rail line to nearby developments.
The potential financial and ridership impacts constitute the major attraction for
transit agencies. As noted in the introduction, these impacts are often less than anticipated,
but the example of WMATA in Washington, D.C., which has nearly $300 million in rental
income guaranteed over the next 50 years, is difficult for a financially-strapped agency to
resist. Studies touting greater cost effectiveness, 35 a higher rail mode split36 and a
financial windfall37 through joint development, stricter land .use controls and benefit
assessment districts continue to create interest.
Are the potential benefits of joint development oversold? The current fiscal and real
estate environments suggest that expectations need to be scaled back. It is unlikely that the
successes achieved in Washington, D.C. will be replicated elsewhere in the near future.
However, the possibilities of having a positive effect on land use in the immediate vicinity
of transit stations in the present and of affecting land development patterns and economic
development potential in the future should not be easily dismissed.

POLICY ISSUES IN JOINT DEVELOPMENT

The telephone interviews and written material provided a wealth of information
concerning policy issues to be addressed in any joint development program. The intention
of this paper is not to prescribe joint development policies for Metro Dade County, but to
review findings in other urbanized areas. Given the potential impact of policy issues on the
success of joint development projects, however, it is appropriate to discuss ways in which
other transit agencies have developed or responded to various policies. Issues discussed in
this section include zoning in the area surrounding transit stations, joint development in the
context of a master plan, types of benefits to be sought from joint development projects,
land acquisition and disposition, parking policy, and specific elements of adopted policies.
35

Keefer, op. cit.

36

J. M. Lutin and B. P. Markowicz, "Estimating the Effects of Residential JointDevelopment Policies on Rail Transit Ridership", Transportation Research Record 908, 1983
37

Michael Bernick, The Promise of California's Rail Tran.sit Lines in the Siting of New
Housing, San Francisco: Arnelle & Hastie, April 1990

15

Communities are generally willing to change zoning around transit stations to
encourage development and/ or redevelopment and to allow higher densities, especially in
urbanized areas with new rail systems. The concept of high-density development in the area
of transit stations must often be fostered in urbanized areas such as Los Angeles and San
Diego, which have developed around the automobile.38•39 In some cases, station-area
development studies have been carried out for selected stations or for the entire system
while the system is in the advanced planning stages.40 There are exceptions to the policy
of changing zoning to encourage higher-density land uses at transit stations. When BART
was constructed, the city of Berkeley downzoned areas around stations to discourage growth.
Some suburban areas in Contra Costa County have also limited development around BART
stations, particularly in high-income residential areas.
In older central cities with existing systems, the zoning code already allows high
density development along rail corridors. In New York City, the zoning ordinance was
revised to mandate station improvements as a condition of development in the vicinity of
subway stations in any one of 33 special transit districts, with the bonus to developers of
increased floor-area ratio. The types of improvements at a specific site is negotiated by the
MTA and the developer. The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA)
proposed a similar idea for floor-area ratio bonuses in exchange for transit-related public
amenities on land around its downtown stations, but the concept was not successfully
implemented.
It is noteworthy that, even in a city with mandated zoning requirements related to
transit improvements, New York City's MTA Board of Directors rejected a proposed land
use and transportation study. The stated rationale was that the transit agency should not
become involved in land use issues.
Three transit agencies specifically indicated that the concept of joint development was
encouraged in the master plan for the urbanized area. This inclusion in the master plan can
be helpful in focusing attention and providing a formal stamp of approval for the concept.
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Excess land is often acquired in the process of purchasing right of way for a rail line,
as a staging area for construction equipment or for parking at rail stations. Many joint
development efforts focus on the utilization of land originally intended for parking.
Typically, a developer might construct a parking structure in exchange for the right to lease
and build on the remaining land near a station. Among the properties interviewed, only one
reported a conscious policy decision to acquire excess land under the auspices of shaping
future development along a rail corridor, while one other agency stated an explicit policy
of not acquiring land for the purposes of joint development. Federal policy allows limited
acquisition of excess land, as long as the land is needed for transit purposes.
Purchase of excess land can lead to negative public reaction. As an example, New
York City's MTA is interested in purchasing Grand Central Terminal from Penn Central.
Penn Central will not sell the terminal unless it can sell two million square feet of air rights.
Because of certain requirements of transferring air rights only to contiguous land parcels,
the air rights have a limited market. MTA purchased a nearby site with the intention of
providing a contiguous location to which the air rights can be transferred and thus allowing
the purchase of Grand Central Terminal to move forward. The result, however, was strong
public criticism of the agency for presuming to get into the real estate development field.
A more pressing issue is often the disposition of land in joint development projects.
While a wide variety of financial arrangements have been made and are detailed later in
this report, there is a general preference for the transit agency to retain ownership or, at the
least, some kind of control over the use of the land. As residential joint development
projects become more common, however, at least one agency has faced the dilemma of
retaining ownership in the face of market data which indicate a greater likelihood of success
with for-sale as opposed to rental units.
A major policy issue is the type of benefit accruing to the transit agency in a joint
development process. Benefits cited in the interviews and literature include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a new parking garage;
rental income;
new station facilities or access (for pedestrians and/or feeder buses);
a new building to house the agency;
maintenance of station areas;
improved quality of development.
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It is interesting to note that many of these benefits apply to small-scale as well as large-scale
projects. Several agencies have undertaken innovative variations on standard types of
projects in an attempt to maximize benefits. In the area of concessions and advertising, for
example, Baltimore is experimenting with master-leasing all advertising at a given station
to a single company. Boston has master-leased all concessions on a single rail line to one
company. In New York, the MTA has developed a master plan to re-tenant all commercial
space in Grand Central Terminal, in an attempt to upgrade its appearance and the quality
of merchandise available for transit riders (in this case, primarily commuter rail patrons).
In San Francisco and Cleveland, the transit agencies have developed elements of a
formal joint development policy.41 •42 While similar to the goals and objectives of joint
development discussed in the previous section, the policy elements are more specific.
Among the elements common to both policies are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cooperation with private sector, affected localities, and other public agencies;
maximum value to the transit agency;
enhanced use of the transit system;
encouragement of direct connections to the station;
active involvement of minority, disadvantaged and women owned business
enterprises;
an active role in packaging joint development projects;
explicit consideration of the potential for joint development in land
acquisition, station location, and facility construction;
retained ownership of land/air rights;
public sector capital/in-lieu contributions when appropriate to increase
viability of project
agreement with localities on desirable land uses and densities within station
environs.

Other important policy issues include parking and the approval process. An
appropriate number of parking spaces in any newly-constructed facility at a joint
development site should be reserved for transit riders, to ensure that there is no adverse
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impact on these riders. The number should be sufficient to allow for future growth. An
example of another approach to the parking issue is in Los Angeles, where there is
discussion of reducing the parking requirements for developments in areas around rail
stations. In Atlanta, MARTA lost an attempt to restrict the amount of downtown parking.
The approval process must be predictable and timely, in order to encourage private
sector participation. This is especially important in areas where joint development has not
been successfully demonstrated. Developers are often leery of becoming involved in a
partnership with a public agency, and every effort must be made to allay their concerns.
Other issues discussed previously, such as a proactive versus reactive approach to
joint development on the part of the transit agency, could also have been included in this
section. In general, joint development policies are intended to specify the benefits of joint
development, address land use issues outside the control of the transit agency, encourage
private sector participation, and guide the agency in the selection and approval of projects.
The selection process is discussed in greater detail in the following section.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES

A general outline of procedures in soliciting and approving joint development
projects can be summarized from the experiences of the transit agencies. While each step
in the overall process may be approached in different ways by the various agencies, the
procedures are remarkably similar. In this section, a procedural outline is presented and
discussed, and one detailed approach is described as an example.
Joint development procedures may be characterized by the following actions:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Initiation
Solicitation
Developer Response
Selection
Negotiation
Approval
Implementation
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Project initiation can come from the agency, the locality or the private developer.
If from the agency, this step is usually preceded by an internal analysis of joint development
potential at various locations. The agency might then issue a prospectus, a solicitation of
interest, or a request for qualifications. At WMATA, the General Manager must approve
the prospectus. This issuance is a preliminary step to gauge interest in the project within
the development community and qualifications of interested firms. As a result of this step,
a group of the most qualified developers is selected.
The next procedural step is to solicit proposals, usually through a formal request for
proposals (RFP). This is required by law in some places and is a matter of policy in others,
even if a developer initiated the project with a proposal to the agency. 43 The transit
agency most often issues the RFP, although in some places the local municipality or a local
public development corporation actually issues the RFP.44 Some transit agencies are
permitted to negotiate directly with a developer who initiates a proposal. In agencies
required to go through the RFP process, exceptions are allowed for sole-source negotiation
under certain conditions. Conditions allowing sole-source negotiation can include:
•
•
•
•
•

a memorandum of understanding with a local government;
a proposal from an adjacent property owner;
a determination that more favorable terms can be obtained through solesource negotiation;
location of a project in an urban renewal area;
the "public purpose" of the project.

Developers then respond to the RFP. Often the players in joint development projects
are the same from one project to the next, especially in cities where the concept is relatively
new. Developers who have previously worked with government agencies are generally
among the players in joint development. As successful projects are implemented, the
number of developers interested in joint development increases. The level of interest in the
development community also is related to the economic health of the real estate industry.
Recently, BART received nearly 50 responses to a request for qualifications for a residential
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joint development project at the Del Norte station.45 The agency narrowed the field to the
six most qualified developers, who then submitted detailed proposals.
The selection process is structured in various ways. The basic criterion is the
qualifications of the development team, with consideration often given to participation by
minority, disadvantaged and women owned business enterprises. In San Diego, the
Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB} stated that projects are selected based
upon the following criteria:46
•
•
•

economic development potential;
accessibility to public transportation;
responsiveness to community needs for housing, employment, services, or
recreational facilities.

MTDB also emphasizes the desirability of involving a local firm in any joint development
project, since its commitment to the project's success is often greater.47 During the
selection process, some agencies permit firms to make improvements to their business
offers. 48 One of the most straightforward agencies with regard to selection of a developer
is WMATA, which lists the following five criteria for choosing a proposal:49
•
•
•
•
•

conformance with local land use plans;
financial impact;
ridership impact (peak and off-peak);
excellence of design;
attainment of DBE and WBE goals.
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Once a developer is selected, an exclusive right to negotiate agreement for a period
of between 90 and 180 days is usually drafted. Evaluation of proposals and negotiation with
the selected developer are usually conducted by agency staff. Typically, there is no
involvement for elected or appointed officials in the evaluation or negotiation process, but
guidance for the process can be quite specific.50 During the negotiation period, the agency
or municipality reaches agreement with the developer on all aspects of the project. A
formal right to negotiate agreement is not always executed in sole-source negotiations.
Some agencies require a good-faith deposit from the developer during negotiations. The
negotiation phase concludes in final arrangements for lease or sale of property or air rights
in exchange for specified transit-related improvements. One agency conveys the air or land
rights to the local community, which then sells these rights to the developer. The agency
retains the right to review and approve the sale, in order to ensure that all terms are met.
When negotiations are completed, plans are reviewed and approved by the
municipality. The involvement of the transit agency varies. One agency indicated that it
will work with the developer in obtaining approval, but two others specifically stated that
the developer is solely responsible and that the agency makes no guarantees regarding
approval. To some extent, the different approaches are related to the extent to which the
transit agency has a close working relationship with the municipal planning department. Of
course, in cases in which the municipality has issued the RFP and negotiated an agreement,
the transit agency's involvement in the procedures has already been minimized.
Prior to or concurrent with formal municipal review, there is often an internal review
of plans by other departments within the transit agency, such as Engineering, Architecture,
and Construction. One agency reported that it has the legal power to override local zoning
ordinances, but as a matter of policy has never used it. Environmental review and approval
may also be required. In some cases, the land sale is not finalized until all approvals are
received and financing is in place. If there is a Real Estate Department within the transit
agency, it is usually responsible for acquisition and sale of land. In some cases, the
Procurement Department approves and executes the agreement.
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The final step is implementation. The developer undertakes project construction and
management, with the transit agency often retaining a right of final approval. In one
example, the transit agency retains a covenant on the land until all improvements are
completed.

To conclude this section, an example of a detailed approach to selecting candidate
sites for joint development is presented. This example is drawn from a feasibility study of
joint development at commuter rail stations in the New York metropolitan area.51
A brief overview of regional market conditions was conducted first, followed by an
initial evaluation of 25 pre-selected stations. These stations were selected on the basis of
potential for retail, large-scale commercial, residential and industrial development, site
access, station ridership, and location within the metropolitan area.
At each station, investigations determined land use, physical condition, local
ordinances and regulations, and operating issues. Interviews were conducted with local
public officials, real estate professionals and others, followed by in-house reviews among the
consultant team and members of the MTA Real Estate Department.
A system was developed to rate development potential, station access and ridership.
Additional evaluation criteria were then added, addressing issues such as operational
constraints, land availability and ownership, parking, local development attitudes, market
conditions, market image and physical condition. On the basis of all of these criteria, the
list of 25 stations was reduced to the 10 preferred stations.
Additional data were then gathered on the preferred stations, through site visits,
interviews, and more detailed analysis of operating and service issues. Planned and
programmed improvements were considered, and particular attention was given to
community issues and attitudes. In addition to the criteria listed above, availability of local
funding, willingness to provide assistance in obtaining local approval, and the probability of
success were evaluated. These steps resulted in the selection of three stations for
conceptual design and financial analysis.
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Key elements in this site-selection process which are applicable at other transit
properties include the following:
•
•
•
•

an approach which winnows the number of locations, so that only the most
promising are analyzed in detail;
attention given to station access and land availability in the immediate station
vicinity;
consideration of existing service and usage at the station;
focus on local willingness to cooperate and participate actively.

In general, joint development procedures are similar across transit systems. Proactive
agencies which actively seek projects usually follow the seven steps outlined in this section,
while reactive agencies often collapse initiation, solicitation and developer response into one
step. The existence of formal or clearly understood procedures is important to ensure that
joint development proposals are evaluated consistently and to certify to the private sector
that any proposal will be evaluated on its merits within a standardized process.

FINANCING ISSUES IN JOINT DEVEWPMENT

A prime motivation for transit agencies to become involved in joint development
projects is the prospect of revenue generation and/ or cost sharing. The financial details of
these projects merit discussion. In this section, the focus is on types of arrangements made
to lease or transfer property and to finance joint development deals.
A long-term ground lease was cited as the preferred arrangement by several agencies.
A ground lease is appealing to developers because it limits their equity investment. Lengths
of 50, 75 and 99 years were mentioned. The type of lease most often recommended was an
unsubordinated ground lease.52,.s3 The advantage of an unsubordinated lease is that it
gives the agency, not the lender, first position in the event of a default. Lenders are at
times reluctant to agree to this arrangement and will often charge a higher interest rate.
An alternative to long-term leasing is a sale/leaseback arrangement, used for the North &
Cicero project in Chicago in which property was conveyed fee simple to the developer.
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Terms of joint development leases typically include base rent, escalation of rent over
time, revenue participation and participation in sale or refinance proceeds. The last two
elements are intended to allow the transit agency to share in the project's future success.
Joint development financing is the responsibility of the developer; transit agencies
are not involved, as a rule. Tax benefits may be available to the developer if the project is
in an urban renewal area. Redevelopment agencies may be willing to become involved in
tax-exempt financing or in negotiations for rebates on a portion of the property tax
increment brought about by the project.54 An interesting possibility which should be
explored is the use of impact fees to help finance joint development projects and other
transit improvements. 55.S6

JOINT DEVELOPMENT AND GOVERNMENT POLICY
Over the past twelve years, Federal policy has strongly supported private sector
participation in public sector endeavors. The Federal Transit Administration (previously
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration) has consistently expressed its interest in
encouraging the concept of joint development. There are certain areas, however, in which
government policy does not serve as an inducement to joint development.
There is an interesting dichotomy in how the Federal government treats the sale of
air rights and the sale of excess property. The local transit agency is permitted to retain one
hundred percent of revenue generated by the sale of air rights, but must as a general rule
return a percentage of revenue from the sale of excess property to the Federal government
equal to the percentage of Federal participation in the purchase of the property.57,ss The
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difference in treatment of air rights and property sale revenues reflects the fact that the
transit agency retains ownership of the underlying land in an air rights transfer. While many
transit agencies prefer to lease land for joint development, agencies that wish to sell land
are adversely affected by this ruling. This may become a more important concern as the
focus of joint development activity shifts toward the residential market. As noted earlier,
one agency found a greater interest in for-sale units than for rental units.
Concerns were also raised during the telephone interviews over the treatment of joint
development effects by the Federal alternatives analysis for new rail lines or rail extensions.
Alternatives are rated on the basis of indices such as cost per new rider. Ridership
forecasting methods are based on population and employment forecasts. These forecasts
cannot be modified for different alternatives, even though rail is more likely to encourage
development. In addition, no account is taken of prospective zoning changes to encourage
higher densities in the vicinity of rail stations. An answer to these concerns is difficult to
formulate. It is unlikely that all alternatives would result in equal levels and densities of
development in a given corridor. On the other hand, modified forecasts would be based on
guesswork regarding the amount of joint and private development which could realistically
be expected to occur under different scenarios.
In general, the amount of Federal money available for joint development projects is
small. At a workshop on joint development co-sponsored by the Urban Land Institute in
Fort Lauderdale in June, 1992, attendees raised the question of how the FTA makes
decisions on proposed joint development projects using Section 3 funding. An FTA
representative at the workshop emphasized that the amount of discretionary funding
available is limited ($340 million annually) and that joint development is competing with
other transit projects. Discretionary funding is fully earmarked in the current fiscal year.
In evaluating joint development proposals, FrA seeks evidence of a clear transit benefit, a
public-private partnership, and strong local commitment. Perhaps the most important
criterion is that FrA money be the last dollar needed to make a joint development project
a reality.

Florida, California and other states have implemented growth management initiatives
in recent years. In Florida, local comprehensive plans and land development regulations
must ensure that adequate public facilities are provided concurrent with the impacts of
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development.59 These requirements could be a stimulus for joint development projects,
which by their nature support transit usage and discourage increased vehicle mileage. A
more direct possibility noted earlier is to use impact fees to fund joint development projects.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS: A SAMPLER

This section of the report is intended to provide examples of existing and proposed
joint development projects around the United States. Information on these projects was
obtained in telephone conversations with fourteen transit agencies and through written
reports. This section is by no means a complete listing of all joint development projects
completed or underway, but it does provide a representative sampling of successes, failures,
and current activity. For those wishing additional information, a list of contacts at the
transit agencies is included in Appendix A
San Diego: MTS/James R. Mills Building>°•61 At a major light rail transfer site near
downtown, MTDB issued an RFP for a 180,000 square foot building. An unusual
feature of this building is that 3 light rail lines run through it. The building was not
constructed on speculation, but rather has public agency tenants including MTDB
and San Diego County. Along with offices, there is 6,500 square feet of retail space
and the city's first downtown parking intercept facility ( 6 stories, 1,000 spaces). The
$35 million project has won awards from the Urban Land Institute. Construction was
done by a private developer working on a fast-track basis. The San Diego Regional
Building Authority, a joint powers public agency composed of San Diego County and
MTDB, had overall responsibility for this project. After 30 years, title to the office
building will revert to MTDB. Elapsed time from project conception to completion
was 3.5 years.
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MTS Building, San Diego,

San Diego: 47th Street Trolley Station Child Care Facility62 MTDB found that it had
excess parking at an underutilized station, and erected a sign on its property
advertising the availability of the land for development. An adjacent property owner
planning a 100-unit low-income housing project entered into a joint development
agreement with MTDB to construct 144 high density low-income housing units, with
44 of the units and a day care center on the MTDB property. In exchange, MTDB
received a percentage of revenues from the 44 units (though no revenue from the
child care facility), a source of ridership, a more secure station site, and the first day
care center directly connected to MTDB. Location of the child care facility at the
light rail station encourages transit usage by parents, who can drop off and pick up
their child on their way to work.
Chicago: Howard Street Retail/Transit Center63 This was a $6 to $7 million project,
consisting of 200,000 square feet of retail space and 200 new rental apartments. The
Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) received new station facilities, a new parking
structure (500 spaces for CTA), a new transportation building, and potential future
negotiated value capture. CTA was not directly involved in the project. The RFP
was issued by Howard/Paulina Development Corporation.
Chicago: North & Cicero This was a $5 to $7 million sale/leaseback project, with a lease
period of 10 years for $250,000 per year. The property was conveyed fee simple to
the developer.
Boston: South Station A $100 million renovation was recently completed. A private
developer took a master lease, then sub-leased to tenants and finished build out on
the station.
San Francisco: Mixed-Use Residential Projects64•6.5 BART has solicited requests for
proposals from private development teams to construct and operate a mix of
commercial and high-density residential rental housing at two transit stations in El
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Cerrito. BART is offering a long-term ground lease at each station area.
Meanwhile, Del Norte Place, a private $18.8 million development with 135 rental
units, has opened one block north of El Cerrito del Norte station. Del Norte Place
has a density of 35 units per acre, as opposed to a maximum density of 16 dwelling
units per acre in most residential projects in the region, plus 20,000 square feet of
retail space. More than 60 percent of the apartments are leased, and leases for
seven retail spaces are already signed or in negotiation. The absorption rate has
been faster than expected. A partner in the private development company said, "Our
biggest marketing tool is out there on the freeway. Every time traffic gets really tied
up, we breathe a little easier."
There are other residential developments planned on private land around BART
stations. Two higher-density projects with a mix of 142 rental/condo units are being
built near the Richmond station. A 1,100 unit rental complex (50 units per acre) is
set to open soon in Fremont. A 311 unit project has been approved in Hayward, and
the Hayward Redevelopment Agency is preparing plans for more than 1,000
additional units, with densities from 30 to 65 units per acre, on 7.5 acres at
Hayward's main BART station. In addition, a local developer has proposed a 720
unit high density condominium at a relocated Caltrain station in Mountain View.
The city of Mountain View is studying a proposal for 700 housing units at its main
Caltrain station.
Baltimore: Lease of Air Rights Airspace over a station entrance was leased for an
office building 25 feet above the entry plaza. In addition, one-half acre of land on
east side of same station was leased to a developer under a long range lease. In
exchange, the developer converted an alley into a brick-paved pedestrianway
providing access to the station and also provided other station amenities. The
developers are providing routine cleaning and light maintenance for the station entry
plaza. The back side of a stairway headhouse that faced the street was rebuilt for
approximately $100,000 with terraces, landscaping, and benches. Rental income from
the land and airspace leases is slightly under $600,000.
Baltimore: Light Rail Stations One developer paid approximately $170,000 for a station
to be constructed. The Metropolitan Transportation Administration (MTA) has
attempted to sell advertising rights to a given station to a single company. So far,
only the Camden Yards station has attracted interest. MTA is hoping for Disneystyle multi-media advertising within the station.
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Baltimore: Owings Mills Parking land is owned by MTA in Owings Mills, designated by
Baltimore County as a new town center. A master plan has been developed for the
parcelization of land as development sites. Included in the plan are a 5,000 car
garage to accommodate parking, over 3.5 million square feet of office space
(including twelve 300,000 square foot buildings 20 stories high), and possibly highdensity residential development. The proposed project would connect to a major
shopping mall.
Washington, D.C.: Joint Development Activity There are 24 joint development projects.
Twelve are public/private partnerships on land owned by WMATA, and twelve
interface the Metro system on land owned by others.
Washington, D.C.: Bethesda Metro Center Project66 So much has been written about
WMATA's joint development efforts that only one project is presented here as an
example. The Bethesda joint development project includes a 375-room hotel, 350,000
square feet of office space, 60,000 square feet of retail space, and 1,400 underground
parking spaces. The underground area is configured as a feeder bus facility, with ten
bays for Metrobus and Montgomery County buses. The 3.6 acre site was leased to
the developer for 49 years, with WMATA reserving land for its patrons.
Pittsburgh: Steel Plaza Station A project consisting of 6.5 acres downtown was originally
proposed in 1982, and is still being pursued. Port Authority Transit acquired land
to move the trolleys from street level to underground. A private developer
purchased air rights for an office/hotel project. The air rights have since been
transferred. The city's Urban Renewal Agency has taken the lead role in attempting
to obtain additional funding for the private developer. The underground station has
been in operation for several years.
Philadelphia: The Gallery This major retail center was constructed over the new tunnel
in Center City, and has received considerable attention and publicity. No revenue
accrues to SEPTA from this project.

Philadelphia: Norristown Transportation Center The conceptual plan for this center
included joint development. To date, the only development at Norristown is a
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100,000 square foot project constructed by the realty arm of Philadelphia Electric
Company, on adjacent land with no joint participation.
Philadelphia: Commuter Rail 67 Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority's
Lease and Maintain Program leases commuter rail stations to private developers in
exchange for station amenities, rehabilitation and maintenance. Developers receive
a 20-year lease, with rent credits based on rehabilitation costs. In addition, a private
developer in Chester County approached SEPTA with an offer to build a new station
with over 500 parking spaces adjacent to its proposed complex off US 202 in
Glenloch on the R5 Regional Rail Line.
Portland, OR: Burnside Infill Housingi8 In conjunction with the Tri-County Metropolitan
Transit District (Tri-Met), a private developer recently broke ground on higher
density housing along a stretch of apartment buildings and single family homes
constructed in the 1950s. Tri-Met had acquired three lots opening onto the right of
way through whole taking (acquisition of uneconomic remnants of land) during
construction of the Banfield light rail line. The Tri-Met land alone would have
supported only 8 units, but by working with an owner of adjacent land, Tri-Met has
created a 42 unit joint development project, which is now under construction. A
development agreement requiring pre-construction performances like plan approval
and proof of equity capital and mortgage financing prior to deed transfer ensured
that the deal was not merely speculative. In exchange, Tri-Met absorbed carrying
costs on the land. The land sale was not closed until plan approval and financing
were finalized. Ridership impact is projected at 70 new daily trips. The potential
for a similar project with 50 to 60 dwelling units per acre is being explored.
Portland, OR: Project Break Even69 This is an ambitious joint development proposal
which is currently stalled and may never happen. The proposal combines a transit
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station and a 900,000 square foot regional shopping center in Gresham, a suburb of
Portland. The Banfield light rail line is built in a cut through a hillside at 26 feet
below grade. The cut severs an 80 acre parcel of land into two sites. Neither site
is large enough on its own for a regional shopping center. The concept was for a
light rail station to form a bridge tying the two sites together, and for a regional
shopping mall to be built above the station. A Federal grant (with the developer's
construction costs as the local match) would be used to finance purchase of the 80acre parcel, which then would be leased back to the developer to construct the
station and shopping center.
The direct access for transit passengers to the center of a regional shopping center
would have supported a significant mode split for the light rail line. Projections
indicated that rental income and ridership increases from this project and another
proposal for a convention center hotel would equal the existing operating subsidy,
hence the project name.
Congress appropriated $13.5 million for the project, but UMTA did not release the
money due to concerns over certain aspects of the proposal. In the interim, the
developer was responsible for carrying costs of $90,000 per month on the land.
When the recession arrived, the window of opportunity closed and the developer's
parent company insisted that other land disposition options be explored.
The Portland area is very conscious of regional consensus; thus, Tri-Met cannot drop
the proposal while the city of Gresham continues to express support for the project.
The site is still intact, but several proposals are being entertained.
San Jose: Almaden Park Station70•71 •72 The Santa Clara County Transit District
(SCCTD) has tentatively approved plans for 250 units of rental housing on 8.9 acre
parking lot at Almaden Park station. Plans call for at least 60 percent of the units
to be market-value, with the remaining apartments affordable. Currently there are
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550 parking spaces at the station. SCCTD has required 300 spaces dedicated for its
riders, either in a separate lot or shared in larger lot.
SCCTD is analyzing joint development potential at three sites along the proposed
Vasona Corridor light rail line. In addition, a private developer has obtained
approvals for a 1,142 unit rental project (at a density of 43 units per acre) within 50
yards of a planned station on a light rail line extension in North San Jose.
Los Angeles: Gateway Project73 A large mixed use development project is planned on 6.5
acres of the 52 acre Union Station site. Southern California Rapid Transit District
headquarters, a bus plaza and a Metro Rail parking facility will be the cornerstone
for a joint development project which will include office, retail, hotel and
transportation facilities.
Los Angeles: Westlake/MacArthur Park74•75 A master plan approach has been taken for
a $70 million development in the vicinity of the proposed station. An RFP is being
issued. The joint development project is viewed as a catalyst to revitalization of the
area.
Los Angeles: Universal City76 An intermodal facility and parking structure is proposed
for this site, with an only-in-Los Angeles twist: spaces will be sold as parking
condominiums.
L-0s Angeles: Metro Center Station77 Home Savings has contributed funds for this station
construction, and has committed to a south portal for the station from an existing
building. In general, knock-out panels providing additional access to the station from
adjacent businesses have been well received in Los Angeles.
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New York: 599 Lexington Avenue The developers made the basement area of the building

available to the New York City Transit Authority for a mezzanine providing a
connection between the E and F lines and the # 6 line. The developer also
constructed a new station entrance in the comer plaza of 599 Lexington. Under New
York zoning regulations, the developer received a floor area ratio bonus.
After electrification of the
Ronkonkoma line, the MTA issued an RFP for development at a nine acre site it
owns. There is now a signed letter of intent for retail development and a new
parking garage over the station. MTA will lease the site to the developer for 99
years and receive five percent of gross revenue in return. This is structured as a
turnkey development with a negotiated fixed price.

New York:

Ronkonkoma Long Island Rail Road Station

New York: West Side Yards In 1985, Madison Square Garden worked out a deal with the

city to expedite development approvals in return for a move to this site, owned by
the MTA Madison Square Garden then approached the MTA and insisted on the
best 6 acres out of the total 30 acre site. Eventually Madison Square Garden chose
to renovate its existing space above Penn Station. MTA completed a master plan for
the entire site, and would have done the project as sole source with Madison Square
Garden as a public purpose.
Atlanta: Suburban Joint Development Proposals Decatur had a great interest in joint

development, but politics got involved. Discussions are underway concerning joint
development along a rail extension from Buck Head to the perimeter interstate road.
Perimeter Mall at the end of the extension is an upscale shopping center. Current
plans call for the Perimeter Mall station to be located on a peripheral road. The
mall owners do not view rail transit access as particularly important.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUCCESS OF JOINT DEVEWPMENT PROJECTS

The final section of this report summarizes elements identified in the telephone
interviews and literature as influencing the success or failure of joint development projects.
Important factors include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

health of the real estate market;
cooperation and coordination among public agencies;
public/private sector cooperation;
land ownership by the transit agency;
direct access between transit and the development;
realistic expectations;
agency approach to joint development.

The health of the real estate market is a major factor in determining the viability of
joint development projects.78 An active, thriving market of the type experienced over most
of the 1980s encourages joint development, as private developers are more willing to
cooperate with the public sector to gain an advantage for their projects. Like any
landowner, the transit agency is in a strong position in this type of market.
With the collapse of real estate markets in general and the overbuilt commercial
sector in particular, there is less incentive for developers to become involved in joint
development. The general availability of prime office and commercial space at very
reasonable rents, combined with the greatly increased caution of lenders in extending credit
creates a difficult environment for joint development. Some urbanized areas with relatively
new rail systems report that there is so much available land ready for development that it
is extremely difficult to sell developers on the joint development concept. All of this
suggests that the idea of a window of opportunity for joint development is valid and that this
window tends to coincide with periods of strong real estate activity.
Joint development appears to be most successful in urbanized areas where there is
a tradition of regional planning, cooperation, coordination among agencies and
municipalities, and public/private sector partnerships.79
Preexisting cooperative
relationships provide a supportive environment in which joint development projects can be
pursued, especially in urbanized areas where joint development concepts are unfamiliar.
An element often considered as a prerequisite to a transit agency's involvement in
joint development is owning land at rail stations. Examples from cities with older rail transit
systems demonstrate that it is not absolutely necessary to own land in order to implement
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joint development projects. Some have argued that agencies should shift their focus to
projects on land owned by others. In the latter case, the incentive for private developers
to work with the transit agency might be concurrency or zoning regulations.
Direct access between transit and the development is vital. Projects in which transit
is connected only peripherally to a development (such as a rail station in a remote section
of a regional shopping mall's parking lot) are not likely to induce significant ridership.
Immediate access to the development from the transit station is optimal, but access via an
activity area is also acceptable. In designing a joint development project, plans for
automobile access must also be considered. With rare exceptions, transit access alone will
not produce a viable project.
There is also a danger in overselling the benefits of joint development. Many of the
more optimistic estimates of ridership and revenue impacts have not been borne out in the
real world. As noted earlier, many transit agencies perceive the immediate benefits of joint
development to lie in creating better urban environments and catalyzing economic
development, not in significantly increasing ridership or revenue.
The factor most often identified as contributing to the success of joint development
is the approach taken by the transit agency.80•81 Agencies and authors emphasize that
development around rail stations will not happen automatically, but must be encouraged
through an entrepreneurial approach on the part of the transit agency. The agency, often
in cooperation with public redevelopment or urban renewal agencies, must reach out to the
private sector and actively encourage its participation. Transit agencies need to be
opportunistic and flexible in their approach. The most successful agencies recognize that
each situation is unique and react accordingly. It is also important for a particular group
or person within the agency to be responsible for seeing any joint development project
through to completion. While there are certainly examples of reactive transit agencies
achieving some success in joint development, a transit agency's commitment to a proactive
approach appears to be the most salient factor in the ultimate success of any joint
development program.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

At the present time, most transit agencies either are attempting to ensure that joint
development projects in the pipeline are completed or are planning future efforts (especially
where rail extensions are on the drawing board). There is little current activity, given the
depressed real estate market and state of the economy. What should a transit agency be
doing now in the area of joint development?
Three courses of action are identified here. The first is to focus attention on
improved interagency and community relations, particularly with local elected officials,
planning organizations, zoning boards, major developers and civic groups within the transit
service area. This action is unlikely to convert all involved parties to a pro-transit position,
but can result in better understanding and communications and improve the public image
of the transit agency. Cooperation and coordination among public sector agencies has been
shown to be an important factor in the success of joint development projects. The time to
build cooperative relationships is now. The benefits of an outreach of this nature obviously
go beyond the issue of joint development.
The second action which transit agencies can undertake is to encourage economic
development in neighborhoods around rail stations. This can be particularly important for
systems built through old industrial areas. There are often redevelopment agencies working
toward revitalization of particular neighborhoods. The transit agency should offer its
assistance, possibly through a marketing program similar to those carried out with downtown
merchants. Service or route adjustments might also be discussed. These efforts will not
necessarily produce any immediate benefits to the transit agency. When private sector
development rebounds in the next economic cycle, a safe station in a stable residential
neighborhood or on a small, thriving commercial strip is in a much better position to attract
interest for a joint development project.
The third action is to package projects now in anticipation of the next real estate
market upswing. Transit agencies can identify projects and solicit potential developers.
While the range of responses is likely to be more narrow in the current depressed market,
it will include developers interested in the long term. This course of action will ensure that
the agency is ready to move forward with projects when the time is right.
Joint development projects have enjoyed considerable success over the past decade.
While there are very few projects being advanced at this time, due to the depressed real
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estate market and the state of the economy, there is cause to view the future of joint
development in a positive light. Preparations can be made to take advantage of the next
economic upturn. Considerable experience has been accumulated at several transit agencies
and should produce more streamlined procedures and better joint development projects.
Now is the time to improve institutional relationships and set an environment in which the
concept of joint development is widely accepted and promoted.
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APPENDIX A
JOINT DEVEWPMENT CONTACTS AT TRANSIT AGENCIES

CITY

AGENCY

CONTACT

DEPARTMENT

Atlanta, GA

MARTA

Harriet Smith
Joe Mccannon

Planning
Engineering

Baltimore, MD

MTA

Nelson Reichart

Real Estate

Boston, MA

MBTA

Mike Brennan

Real Estate

Chicago, IL

CTA

John Davis

Real Estate

Los Angeles, CA

SCRTD

Joel Woodhull

Planning

New York, NY

MTA

Bob Paley

Real Estate

Philadelphia, PA

SEPTA

Gerald Maier
Richard Bickel

Real Estate
Planning & Development

Pittsburgh, PA

PAT

Ted Hardy
Jim Starz

Engineering & Construction
Engineering & Construction

Portland, OR

Tri-Met

Phil Whitmore

Joint Development

Sacramento, CA

RTD

Luther Freeman

Planning & Marketing

San Diego, CA

MTDB

Jack Limber

General Counsel

San Francisco, CA

BART

Jeff Ordway

Real Estate

San Jose, CA

SCCTD

Jim Lightbody

Advanced Planning

Washington, DC

WMATA

Alvin McNeal

Planning
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